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Privately-owned weather stations, Crowd Weather Stations (CWS), offer high spatial and temporal

density in many urban regions across the globe, and therefore have been used in a variety of

urban climate studies, mostly focusing on single cities. One challenge in crowdsourcing CWS data

lies in the fact that the link between measured atmospheric data and (historic-) metadata is often

lost due to the limited metadata available from popular CWS networks. This poses challenges in

retrieving and analyzing data, as, e.g., past changes in CWS location remain undetected,

introducing incorrect data, thus reducing data integrity.

We developed an end-to-end workflow for consistently collecting and checking CWS (meta-)data in

257 areas worldwide, covering over 500 urban regions since 2019. The workflow automatically

adds newly set-up CWS to the database, as well as consistently handling changes in CWS location.

Until now, the database includes over 310,000 CWS with 7 Billion hourly observations of air

temperature and relative humidity (mean, maximum, minimum). Over 65,000 changes in CWS

location have been detected since 2019. This highlights the importance of continuous metadata

updates for this dynamic data source, further enabling the use of the measurements for different

applications. Within the database, CWS are linked to additional metadata, including a global digital

elevation model, a global Local Climate Zones map, and the Global Human Settlement Layer

Urban Center Database.

The database was developed using open data and open-source software, combining PostgreSQL,

PostGIS, and Timescale, which allows us to manage billions of measurements efficiently. All air-

temperature measurements are consistently and continuously quality controlled using the state-of-

the-art open R-Package CrowdQC+. The result is a dataset of consistently-processed metadata and

measurements with potential for global-scale (intra-)urban climate studies and in-depth city

analyses.[MD1] [DF2] 
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